Abstract: To support federated data structuring and sharing for sensitive health data from clinical trial, epidemiological and public health studies in the context of the German National Research Data Infrastructure for Personal Health Data (NFDI4Health), we have developed Local Data Hubs (LDHs) based on the FAIRDOM-SEEK platform. Those LDHs connect to the German Central Health Study Hub (CSH) to make the health data searchable and findable. This decentralised approach supports researchers to make health studies with their data FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable), and at the same time fully preserves data protection for sensitive data.
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1. Background and motivation

NFDI4Health is a consortium of the German National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) Initiative. The aim is to establish an overarching infrastructure for person-related health study data in Germany [1]. The consortium is developing tools and services to make data and metadata from clinical trials, epidemiological and public health studies publicly available to share them with the scientific community.

NFDI4Health takes a distributed and federated approach: While the primary search platform for health studies and corresponding metadata, the German Central Health Study Hub (CSH), is provided centrally - including detailed, fine-grained search capabilities - the actual data remain decentralised at the Data Holding Organisations (DHO) under the full control of the data owners. To support this overarching query and make study data findable and accessible, it is necessary to harmonise the corresponding metadata so that they follow the same formatting and structure, as well as use the same terminologies, i.e. to make data interoperable with each other. This is done through the development and use of a common metadata schema (MDS) [2] tailored to the needs of and developed by NFDI4Health. This MDS is implemented...
in the central and decentralised services of NFDI4Health to ensure interoperability of those infrastructure components.

This paper focuses on the development the local research data management service for decentralised data sharing in NFDI4Health, the so-called Local Data Hubs (LDH), and the adaptation of its underlying SEEK-based platform.

2. Health research data management via federated local data hubs

The use of data hubs for clinical and epidemiological trials and data is motivated by the Leipzig Health Atlas platform [3,4], which is based on the widely used FAIRDOM-SEEK (SEEK) system [5,6].

2.1 The FAIRDOM-SEEK platform for scientific data management

SEEK is a data sharing platform that is developed by the FAIRDOM community [7] and allows storing and registration of research data and corresponding information, as well as sharing the corresponding metadata in a structured fashion [8]. SEEK is an open source web-based data management and commons platform, for sharing scientific research datasets, models or simulations, processes and research outcomes. It preserves associations between them, along with information about the people and organisations, as well as other information about the related research projects.

SEEK provides a detailed approach to access control: Users can keep their uploaded documents and data completely private, share them between individuals or across projects, or make them available to the public.

2.2 The NFDI4Health Local Data Hub (LDH)

For the Local Data Hubs (LDH) (see figure 1) we have implemented the NFDI4Health metadata schema (MDS) in SEEK for metadata descriptions of studies and data collections, as well as their corresponding data sets and documents such as standard operating procedures (SOPs), publications, trial protocols, instruments, etc. (see figure 1). An LDH also allows registration of events and presentations. Content may be grouped by programme and project layer, as well as by investigations, studies and resources (based on the implementation of the ISA metadata tracking framework [9] in SEEK) and linked to the researchers who created it. We offer a set of best practice guidelines for researchers who want to make their data available and usable to the widest possible audience. Spreadsheet and imaging data, as well as other commonly used formats even allow directly viewing in the browser without download, with additional advanced features for spreadsheets.

2.3 The NFDI4Health LDH development process

To make the best use of the LDH in the context of NFDI4Health, SEEK is being optimised and extended to fulfil the specific requirements for health data. Wherever possible, we aim to integrate extensions into the main SEEK development branch. An example of this is the extension to allow users to define additional metadata elements and attributes as “custom metadata” which is used to add NFDI4Health-specific metadata to the general metadata defined by the SEEK system. The programmatic interface (API) of SEEK was also adapted to support the transfer of such extended metadata.

This new feature is used for metadata export to the central component of the NFDI4Health infrastructure (CSH). Currently this export builds on the SEEK JSON API structure, but will be possible as HL7 FHIR® transfer [10] as soon as a FHIR exporter module in
SEEK becomes available that currently is built on the profiling of the NFDI4Health MDS for SEEK [11].

3. Conclusions and Future Work

Currently, several instances of the Local Data Hub are online: A public test platform for the evaluation of new functions, the productive instance of the LDH Leipzig with the introduced name "Health Atlas" and a sample of data from the Clinical Trial Centre (ZKS) Leipzig. They differ in content, public access and level of implementation of the MDS. It is planned to have 6 LDHs in the current year, mostly associated with central supporting structures for clinical trials at university medical centres in Germany.

This work demonstrates that FAIRDOM-SEEK is well suited to support research data management and sharing in general, and also applicable for health data, despite the system's original focus on experiments in systems biology and 'omics' data. With the adaptation to specific requirements for metadata from health studies we have demonstrated that SEEK is flexible enough to be used also in other domains. The system might be extended not only to the health domain, but also for non-clinical / non-medical data, e.g. in the context of NFDI for FAIR research data management.

Nevertheless, different communities and different scenarios may require different LDH flavours including some community specific best practice infrastructure elements.
Figure 1. The Leipzig Health Atlas (LHA) as an instance of the LDH. The screenshot shows an example for a study in the LHA with its study resources (e.g. clinical datasets).
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